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ABSTRACT

Every day internet user are daily uploading 1.5 millions of file on net. Now a days a normal person is downloading three times more data as compare to earlier and it will grow in multiple form. This paper will tell how to store, manage, analysis, retrieve this heterogeneous data to transform in a meaning and useful form to help the internet user to retrieve and online analyze different type of data and get interesting pattern to achieve appropriate result. This paper will also tell that what are the techniques and role of big data analytics in fifth wave of IT , a SMAC.
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I. INTRODUCTION

When I look around me trying to findout, what is the next big possibly thing in enterprise circle I am surrounded? some analyst has predicted big money in there. Excuse me? A unified Social, Mobile, Analytics (Big Data analysis and processing) and Cloud based solutions are the 'next big thing'? Today’s SMAC Stack—‘the fifth wave’ of IT architecture is growing very faster than anything that’s come earlier. After five year as many as 100 billion computing devices will be connected to the Web and corporations will be managing 50 times more data they are doing currently. SMAC is a abbreviation of Social, Mobile, Analytics and cloud computing. SMAC will have a multiplying effect on businesses and increase productivity across the organization. Business and research are being transformed by data-driven approach and prediction.

II. SOCIAL MEDIA

Social media are computer based tools that allow people to create, share or exchange data and information, ideas, and pictures/videos in virtual communities/groups and networks. Social media is defined as "a group of Internet-based applications that build on the ideological and technological foundations of web , and that allow the creation and exchange of user-generated content"[1]. Furthermore, social media depend on mobile and web-based technologies to create highly interactive platforms through which individuals and communities share, discuss, and modify user-generated content. They introduce solid and pervasive changes to communication between organizations, businesses, communities, and individuals.[2] These changes are the focus of the emerging field of techno self-studies. Social media are different from traditional or industrial media in many ways,
including quality,[3] reach, frequency, usability, immediacy, and permanence. Social media operates in a dialogic transmission system, (many sources to many receivers).[4] This is in contrast to traditional media that operates under a monologist transmission model (one source to many receivers).

Social media is a combined package of identity, conversations, sharing, presence, relationships, reputation, and groups.”

- **Identity**: This represents the range to which users disclose their identities in a social media setting. This can involve revealing information such as name, gender, age, profession, location, and also confidential information.

- **Conversations**: In this block, the extent to which users communicate with other users in a social media setting. Many social media sites are designed primarily to facilitate conversations among individuals and groups. These conversations happen for all sorts of reasons. People tweet, blog, et cetera to meet new like-minded people, to find true love, to build their self-esteem, or to be on the cutting edge of new ideas or trending topics. Yet others see social media as a way of making their message heard and positively impacting humanitarian causes, environmental problems, economic issues, or political debates.

- **Sharing**: This block represents the extent to which users exchange, distribute, and receive content. The term ‘social’ often implies that exchanges between people are crucial. In many cases, however, sociality is about the objects that mediate these ties between people—the reasons why they meet online and associate with each other.

- **Relationships**: This block represents the extent to which users can be related to other users. Two or more users have some form of association that leads them to converse, share objects of sociality, meet up, or simply just list each other as a friend or fan.

- **Groups**: This block represents the extent to which users can form communities and sub communities. The more ‘social’ a network becomes, the bigger the group of friends, followers, and contacts.

### III. MOBILE DEVICE

A mobile device is a small computing device, typically small enough to be handheld (and hence also commonly known as a handheld computer or simply handheld) having a display screen with touch input and/or a miniature keyboard and Samsung, Sony, HTC, LG, Motorola Mobility and Apple are just a few examples of the many manufacturers that produce these types of devices. A handheld computing device has an operating system (OS), and can run various types of application software, known as apps. Most handheld devices can also be equipped with Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, NFC and GPS capabilities that can allow connections to the Internet and other devices, such as an automobile or a microphone headset or can be used to provide Location-based services. A camera or media player feature for video or music files can also be typically found on these devices along with a stable battery power source such as a lithium battery. Early pocket-sized devices were joined in the late 2000s by larger but otherwise similar tablet computers. Input and output of modern mobile devices are often combined into a touch-screen interface. Smartphones and PDAs are popular among those who wish to use some of the powers of a conventional computer in environments where carrying one would be impractical. Enterprise digital assistants can further extend the available functionality for the business user by offering integrated data capture devices like barcode, RFID and smart card reader.
IV. ANALYTICS

Analytics allow businesses to understand how, when and where people consume certain goods and services. Cloud computing provides a new way to access technology and the data a business needs to quickly respond to changing markets and solve business problems. While each of the four technologies can impact a business individually, their convergence is proving to be a disruptive force that is creating entirely new business models for service providers. [5] Big data analysis is used to examine large amounts of data by using appropriate information for identification of patterns and unknown correlation. It gives competitive advantage in business strategies and decision and provide greater revenue, customer satisfaction.

Three characteristics of big data analytics:
- Data volume
- Data speed
- Data type

V. CLOUD COMPUTING

Cloud computing is a computing term or metaphor that evolved in the late 2000s, based on utility and consumption of computer resources. Cloud computing involves deploying groups of remote servers and software networks that allow different kinds of data sources to be uploaded for real-time processing to generate computing results without the need to store processed data on the cloud. Clouds can be classified as: public, private or hybrid. [6][7] Cloud computing [8] relies on sharing of resources to achieve coherence and economies of scale, similar to a utility (like the electricity grid) over a network. [12] At the foundation of cloud computing is the broader concept of converged infrastructure and shared services.

VI. THE FOUR PILLARS OF SMAC

The emergence of new technologies over the last 5 years has resulted in a transformational change in the world. From the rise of social media with its over 2 billion subscribers worldwide, to the everywhere spread of mobile devices and the resulting eruption of big analytics and big data, the world around us is changing faster than any one of us could ever imagine.

The essential four key technologies will hold the key to success for enterprises across the world. These include:

- Social Media
  - Over 2 Billion
  - Already disrupting traditional models of marketing and selling
- Mobility
  - Industry shifted from PC/laptops to mobile devices
- Analytics
  - Every year, companies and individuals generate billions of gigabytes of data
- Cloud
  - Holds potential to foster innovation and improve productivity across industries

Figure 1. Basic Four Pillars of Smac
VII. HOW SMAC FUNCTION COLLECTIVELY

SMAC is hassle for technology developments - 45% population of the world uses social media, number of mobile phones going to be more than the world's residents, software claims forecasting upcoming, and cloud environment gives everything at lowest price - cannot be neglected by companies or Information Technology heads. The impacts of these technologies on corporate is noticeable. If measured commonly, this heap offers magnification of capacity to change the trade model itself. Currently no solution or service is comprehensive devoid of at-least one technology from SMAC pile. Fresh application acquisitions are actually evaluate on the basis of whether it can install on cloud environment. Big data and advanced analytics are essential phraseology in the business houses. Moving ahead, SMAC heap would be basis of business applications and would impact all applications used by companies. Currently, it is hard to imagine an ERP system without of mobile capability or not existing on cloud network. All organization today has several ways of social networking technology amongst its workforces to make them extra inventive and these technologies are made available on mobile products. Greatest sample can be seen in telecom company – seller can give personalize facilities to customers centered on their methods of service utilization, where customers to make some credit points kept in a cloud based application available from everywhere. Billions of people using social media, mobility and cloud computing every day.

VIII. SMAC INFLUENCE: SOCIAL

Social obsession has mostly not wedged the enterprise applications. To resolve the difficult trade complications, there is hope from these applications. Trade Complications includes:-

- Productions Planning
- Payroll Processing
- Making Balance sheet
- Vendor Evaluations
- Business Processing Improvements etc.

Surviving operations are using these applications from so many years so, they are happy from these applications. However, new users desire to have an experience which they practice in their routine with entirely modern devices and technologies a find them challenging to utilize.

In term of shared functioning, [9]Additional enablement is desired by new users. A trade is required to associates with juniors, colleagues and bosses. Which deal in an enterprise application currently such partnership is not seized as slice of the transaction but is through external means like messenger, emails, phones etc. [10] Choice is offered to chat with the person in-change along with “follow”, “Chat”, “like” and “Comments” and provides a unique experience to use the application in an interesting way.

In shared method of functioning,[11] it moves away from Jam-packed UI to a more natural UE and therefore helps in growing efficiency and effectiveness. Redefining of the user interaction process with their enterprise application which compelling sellers to redraft the application, the “social” empowered UE has this power.

IX. SMAC INFLUENCE: MOBILE

Business applications on mobile products are available but the possibility has been partial so far. Due to immovable nature of most of the enterprise applications most of the users work on sitting their desk themselves. Precise training and acquaintance is needed for complicated enterprise application. But on the other hand where
transactions can be executed rapidly use mobile applications which caters for a simple UE. Moreover, enterprise applications is slower than mobile technologies in modification and regular improvement can be quickly possible in mobile technologies. Therefore, using of mobiles for enterprise applications restricted. On the basis of mobility practices and implementation, there are two classes:-

Low usage class includes:

- ERP, BPM, Project Management etc.
- High usages – BI, CRM, etc.

For field workforce, Mobile enterprise applications will be mainly used for taking speedy decision field workforce is used. In enterprise application universe for retrieving data and approvals, substantial practice of mobile is used through desktops and laptops bulk of work would be accomplished.

X. SMAC INFLUENCE: ANALYTICS

Enterprise application have fortune of very smart and valuable information with in them, which they have integrated over an intended period of practices. For producing reports and making decisions on the basis of output, this number so far has been nursed into BI. In most of the circumstances, a brief report devoid which is result of BI application is applied in analytical way. Moving tendency of this leads into essential slice of enterprise application such as CRM, ERP and BPM. Its area is wide and used for much more forward thinking, upcoming analytical competencies leads to ADVANCED level of analytical practices. And the result driven by advanced analytical competencies is based on

- Past inclinations
- And Present conditions

And for making rapid choice it is based on real time analysis. In this way analytics influences the enterprise in better way and a smart application for forecasting the future trends.

XI. SMAC INFLUENCE: CLOUD

The price of enterprise application coming down through clouds and with the help of it, enterprise access their applications at quicker speed. Discovery of choices to transfer their current applications to cloud and in addition to it purchasing of fresh application on cloud these profits are responsible i.e. quickly work. [12] By proposing modernization, on demand service, entrée to modern technology and power to scale up and scale down. Enterprise get suppler by cloud empowering. Big enterprises prepared their own premise applications. A substitute is offered to these applications by cloud. [13]Cloud carries in so much benefit like

- Information
- Safety
- Regulation
- Confidentiality

Cloud helps in alteration of the methods of the enterprise for installations of applications. The fresh groundwork of enterprise of IT industry is cloud. In Companies to other technologies of SMAC pile, cloud is the quickest way.

XII. SMAC INFLUENCE ON SOCIETY
Several enterprise applications are being used by companies to run their establishments in a successful way. These companies are offering different packages and services to society in many ways. Directly or indirectly, every company or every mobile user is using the facilities of SMAC. Project management, ERP, CRM, Business Intelligence, BPM, and many others are the applications and these applications are in practice for several years. From the pile of SMAC, this application collection is being challenged. Enterprise modifies and in-house cover media applications are being established by businesses, and certain applications on private clouds are also brought up.

XIII. CONCLUSION

Every enterprise will use at least one technology of SMAC. In the pile of development, business heads should be watchful and its movements should not be overestimated, as this technology pile helps the business to convert the operation in the way they want. So, to upset their IT field, this pile has high capabilities. Influence from each of these technologies on their application can be assessed cautiously. No instantaneous implementation of this is required, but its influence is essential. Particularly for enterprise applications, influence of this whole pile is high.
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